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Basic Graphics Programming
The Red Book:
I

Introduction to OpenGL (Chapter 1)

I

State management and drawing geometric objects (Chapter 2)

I

Color (Chapter 4)

I

Basics of GLUT: The OpenGL Utility Toolkit (Appendix A)
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The OpenGL API
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The Open Graphics Library (OpenGL)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Specification of low level C language API to gfx subsystems
Primary task: convert primitives into pixels
Developed by Silicon Graphics in 1992
Managed by non-profit org. Khronos Group
Revised by the ARB - Architecture Review Board
2.0 (2004): programmable pipeline (“shaders”)
3.0 (2008): new functionality, fully bwd. compatible
3.1 (2009): deprecation, compatibility by extension
4.0 (2010): hardware tessellation
Current version 4.5 (Aug 2014)
Hardware vendors like ATI and NVidia provide
implementations, partly in hardware (drivers)
Extension mechanism to add functionality (vendors, EXT,
ARB)
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Example: draw a green triangle
glClearColor( 0.0, 0.0, 0.0);
glClear(GL_COLOR_BUFFER_BIT);

// Color of blank screen
// Clear color buffer

glMatrixMode( GL_MODELVIEW);
glLoadIdentity();
glTranslatef(0, 0, -3);

// Model view transformation
// (model -> eye space)
// A simple translation

glMatrixMode( GL_PROJECTION);
glLoadIdentity();
glFrustum(-1,1,-1,1,1,1000);

// Projection transformation
// (eye -> clip space)
// Perspective camera model

glBegin( GL_TRIANGLE);
glColor3f(0, 1, 0);
glVertex3f(-1, -1, 0);
glVertex3f(-1, 1, 0);
glVertex3f( 1, 1, 0);
glEnd();

//
//
//
//
//
//

Begin issuing a triangle
Set color to green
Issue vertex 0
Issue vertex 1
Issue vertex 2
Finish issuing the polygon
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The OpenGL libraries
I

Graphics Library (GL) is the core library and provides basic
primitives such as points, lines, and convex polygons.
All GL commands have the gl-prefix and are defined in the
include file GL/gl.h.

I

Graphics Utility Library (GLU) is built on top of GL and
provides some non-basic primitives like NURBS, quadrics, and
non-convex polygons.
All GLU commands have the glu-prefix and is defined in the
include file GL/glu.h.

I

While GL and GLU are platform independent, each supported
system has a system-specific part (Appendix D):
I
I
I

GLX: OpenGL extension for X11
WGL: OpenGL extension for MS Windows
AGL: OpenGL extension for Apple Macintosh
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The OpenGL libraries - continued
I

The OpenGL Utility Toolkit (GLUT) is a platform
independent interface to GLX/WGL/AGL. More on this later

I

The OpenGL Extension Wrangler (GLEW) is an interface to
extensions of OpenGL. More later
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More on GLU - OpenGL Utility Library
Higher level interface to OpenGL
I

Camera models and transformations

I

Texture generation, mipmapping

I

Error handling

I

GLU material is inline in the book
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Some characteristics of OpenGL
I

Independent of graphics hardware

I

Independent of operating system/platform

I

Supported on a lot of systems, ranging from small embedded
systems to large simulators: PlayStation, INTEGRITY,
VXWorks, Acorn, Amiga, IRIX, Linux, Windows, Mac OS, . . . .

I

Bindings for C++, Fortran, Java, Perl, Python, Ada, . . .

I

Immediate mode rendering, retained mode with display lists

I

Built upon the state machine concept. State includes color,
scene parameters, camera models, line type etc.

I

Client (application/host) - server (OpenGL/ gfx card) model
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The OpenGL Pipeline
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The OpenGL context
I

OpenGL uses a context for state, which buffer to perform
operations on (e.g. render) etc.

I

All OpenGL commands use the current context, thus, there is
no need to explicitly specify the context.

I

For most practical purposes we let the windowing toolkit glut
take care of creating, managing and binding to the context.
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OpenGL types
OpenGL defines a lot of types (more than standard C)
Suffix
b
ub
s
us
i
ui
f
d

Type
8-bit integer
8-bit unsigned integer
16-bit integer
16-bit unsigned integer
32-bit integer
32-bit unsigned integer
32-bit floating point
64-bit floating point

GL name
GLbyte
GLubyte
GLshort
GLushort
GLint
GLuint
GLfloat
GLdouble

C name
char
unsigned char
short
unsigned short
int
unsigned int
float
double

which allow various OpenGL implementations to choose the best
C-type for the corresponding GL-type.
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Function suffixes
Most OpenGL functions are overloaded.
Since C doesn’t support overloading, a suffix is added to define
several flavors of the same function.

OpenGL suffix dechipering
I

The number 1, 2, 3, or 4 describing the dimension of the data

I

1–2 characters describing the type

I

an optional v if data is supplied via pointer

Example
glVertex2i(GLint x, GLint y )
glVertex3f(GLfloat x, GLfloat y, GLfloat z)
glVertex3fv(GLfloat *p)
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The OpenGL procedural interface
Vertices are grouped together to form primitives using
glBegin(type) and glEnd().
glBegin(type);
glVertex*(...);
...
glVertex*(...);
glEnd();

type describes what kind of primitive OpenGL should assemble
from the vertices, e.g. points, lines, triangles,...
glBegin() and glEnd() begin and end a primitive.
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Primitives - Point and line types
p3

p1
p0

p4
p5

p3

p1
p0

GL_POINTS
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p2

p2

p2
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GL_LINE_STRIP

p3

p1
p0

p4
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GL_LINE_LOOP

OpenGL point primitive
I

GL_POINTS =⇒ render a set of points

OpenGL line types
I

GL_LINES: =⇒ two and two vertices forms line segments

I

GL_LINE_STRIP: =⇒ a connected sequence of line segments

I

GL_LINE_LOOP: =⇒ strip with first and last points connected
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Primitives - Polygon types
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OpenGL polygon types
I

GL_POLYGON: =⇒ render a simple and convex polygon
I
I

same edges as GL_LOOP
use a GLU tessellator to break down complex polygons

I

GL_TRIANGLES: =⇒ three vertices form a triangle

I

GL_QUADS: =⇒ four vertices form a quadrilateral

I

Internally, everything is converted to triangles (slow)!
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Primitives - Polygon modes
A polygon have a front-facing and a back-facing side, determined
by screen orientation (vertex ordering), set by
glFrontFace(GL_CCW)
Each side can be rendered in a different mode
p1
p0
p2

OpenGL polygon modes (glPolygonMode(face,mode))
I

GL_FRONT,GL_POINT: render front face as points

I

GL_BACK,GL_LINE: render backface as closed line-loop

I

GL_FRONT_AND_BACK,GL_FILL: render all filled

glCullFace(GL_FRONT) discard frontfacing triangles
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Simple 2D polygon
A 2D polygon is simple if no edges intersect at common endpoints.

Convex 2D polygon
A 2D polygon is convex if the line segment
joining any pair of points in the polygon
lies inside the polygon.

p1

p0

Non-simple/non-convex polygons are not always rendered correctly.

Non-simple

Non-convex

In 3D only a triangle is really safe.
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Strip types
p2
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OpenGL strip types
I

GL_TRIANGLE_STRIP =⇒ strip of triangles

I

2.6. BEGIN/END
GL_QUAD_STRIP
=⇒ PARADIGM
strip of quadrilaterals

I

GL_TRIANGLE_FAN =⇒ triangles sharing one vertex
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Why?
Figure 2.4. (a) A triangle strip. (b) A triangle fan. (c) Independent triangles. The
Strips recycles vertices
=⇒
reduces
vertex
transform
processing
numbers give
the sequencing
of the vertices
between Begin
and End. Note that
in
(a) and (b) triangle edge ordering is determined by the first triangle, while in (c) the
order of each triangle’s edges is independent of the other triangles.
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Examples of rendering a line and two points:

Example
Render the line segment from (x1 , y1 ) to (x2 , y2 ):
glBegin(GL_LINES);
glVertex2f(x1, y1);
glVertex2f(x2, y2);
glEnd();

Example
Render the two points (dots) at (x1 , y1 ) and (x2 , y2 ):
glBegin(GL_POINTS);
glVertex2f(x1, y1);
glVertex2f(x2, y2);
glEnd();
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Attributes controls the look and feel
State attributes are set with glEnable(attr)/glDisable(attr).

Some of the more than 60 OpenGL attributes
Attribute
Current color
Current normal vector
Current texture coordinate
Current texture(s)
Diameter of rasterized points
Width of rasterized lines

Change with
glColor*()
glNormal*()
glTexCoord*()
glPointSize()
glLineWidth()
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Attributes controls the look and feel
State attributes are set with glEnable(attr)/glDisable(attr).

Some of the more than 60 OpenGL attributes
Attribute
Current color
Current normal vector
Current texture coordinate
Current texture(s)
Diameter of rasterized points
Width of rasterized lines

Change with
glColor*()
glNormal*()
glTexCoord*()
glPointSize()
glLineWidth()

Invoking glVertex triggers processing of a vertex
All attribute commands alter the current attributes of the state.
Invoking glVertex creates a vertex with the current attributes and
ships it down the pipeline.
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State attributes management
I

Can query states with e.g. glIsEnabled(GL_LINE_STIPPLE)
and glGetDoublev(GL_CURRENT_COLOR,color)

I

Can save and restore state attribute groups, using a stack
glPushAttrib(GL_ALL_ATTRIB_BITS);
glColor3f(1.0,0.0,0.0);
...
glVertex3f(1.0,0.0,0.0);
...
glPopAttrib();
...
glVertex3f(1.0,0.0,0.0);

I

// Save state
// Change state
// Draw something
// Restore state
// Draw something

Some client (application) specific attributes as well
glPushClientAttrib/glPopClientAttrib
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The OpenGL Vertex Array interface
The overhead calling glColor, glVertex for every vertex can
easily become the bottleneck of the rendering pipeline!

Vertex array interface
lets you specify a chunk of main memory containing vertex data.
=⇒ OpenGL stream the data directly from host memory.

Buffer objects
lets you allocate a chunk of graphics card memory.

Vertex buffer objects (VBOs)
Specify Vertex Arrays in Buffer Objects
=⇒ let OpenGL stream geometry directly from graphics memory
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How to set up a vertex array
Step 1: Enable arrays
Use glEnableClientState( array ) with GL_VERTEX_ARRAY,
GL_COLOR_ARRAY, GL_NORMAL_ARRAY, etc.

Step 2: Specify data
I

glVertexPointer(size, type, stride, ptr),

I

glColorPointer(size, type, stride, ptr),

I

glNormalPointer(size, type, stride, ptr), . . .

Step 3: (De-reference and) render
I

glArrayElement send one array element to the pipeline

I

glDrawElements send a list of array elements to the pipeline.

I

glDrawArrays send range of sequential indices to pipeline.
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Example: Indexed vertex array layout of a tetrahedron
GLfloat vertices[4*3] = {
0.000f, 0.000f, 0.578f,
0.000f, 0.816f, 0.000f,
-0.500f, 0.000f,-0.289f,
0.500f, 0.000f,-0.289f};
GLfloat colors[4*4] = {
0.8f, 0.7f, 0.5f, 1.0f,
1.0f, 0.0f, 0.0f, 1.0f,
1.0f, 0.0f, 1.0f, 1.0f,
0.0f, 0.0f, 1.0f,1.0f};

p1
p2

p3
p0

GLint
0,
0,
0,
1,

inds[4*3] ={
1, 2,
2, 3,
3, 1,
3, 2};

glVertex based code
glBegin( GL_TRIANGLES );
for(int i=0; i<N; i++) {
glColor4fv( &colors[ inds[i] ] );
glVertex3fv( &vertices[ inds[i] ] );
}
glEnd();
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glVertex based code
glBegin( GL_TRIANGLES );
for(int i=0; i<N; i++) {
glColor4fv( &colors[ inds[i] ] );
glVertex3fv( &vertices[ inds[i] ] );
}
glEnd();

equals

OpenGL vertex array code
glPushClientAttrib( GL_CLIENT_VERTEX_ARRAY_BIT );
glEnableClientState( GL_VERTEX_ARRAY );
glEnableClientState( GL_COLOR_ARRAY );
glVertexPointer( 3, GL_FLOAT, 0, &vertices[0] );
glColorPointer( 4, GL_FLOAT, 0, &colors[0] );
glDrawElements( GL_TRIANGLES, N, GL_INT, &inds[0] );
glPopClientAttrib();

where the overhead obviously is smaller when N is large. . .
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OpenGL Buffer Objects
Vertex arrays are great and improves performance. Better still:

Buffer objects are memory chunks in graphics memory
I

Buffer objects can be used for both reading and writing!

I

Uploading of static data once, render directly from gfx mem.

I

Asynchronous up- and downloading of data to graphics mem

Buffer object names
Buffer Objects referenced by names (identifiers):
I

glGenBuffers( n, *buffers); creates n new names

I

glDeleteBuffers( n, *buffers); frees n names
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Binding buffer objects
I

glBindBuffer( target, buffer ) binds buffer to target:
I
I
I
I

GL_ARRAY_BUFFER: source for glVertexPointer and friends
GL_ELEMENT_ARRAY_BUFFER: source for glDrawElements etc.
GL_PIXEL_PACK_BUFFER_ARB: target for glReadPixels etc.
GL_PIXEL_UNPACK_BUFFER_ARB: src for glDrawPixels etc.

I

For example, the GL_ARRAY_BUFFER-target specifies that data
should be read from the bound buffer and not from host mem.

I

In this case the *data-pointers are offsets into the bound
buffer objects (and not memory pointers)
glBindBuffer does 3 things

I

I
I
I

create buffer (1st time)
makes buffer active (buffer!=0)
stops using active buffer (buffer=0)
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Specify buffer size and contents:
glBufferData( target, size, *data, usage );
I

target: same as for glBindBuffer.

I

size: size in bytes for the buffer.

I

data is where OpenGL should read to fill the buffer objects

=⇒ can be NULL =⇒ memory is only allocated and contents are
undefined (useful when we want to read data from OpenGL)
I

usage is a hint to OpenGL on how we want to use the data in
the buffer: GL_STREAM_DRAW, GL_STATIC_DRAW, etc.

Mapping: get a raw pointer to the contents
ptr = glMapBuffer( target, access ); returns a pointer to
the currently bound buffer object.
I

access is GL_READ_ONLY, GL_WRITE, or GL_READ_WRITE.

glUnmapBuffer( target ) tears down the mapping again.
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Vertex Buffer Object example
const GLushort VERTICES = 0;
const GLushort INDICES = 1;
const GLushort NUM_BUFFERS = 2;
GLuint buffers[NUM_BUFFERS];
// create vertices and indices arrays
GLfloat vertices [][3] = ...;
GLint indices [][4] = ...;
// Set up buffers
glGenBuffers(NUM_BUFFERS,buffers);
glBindBuffer(GL_ARRAY_BUFFER, buffers[VERTICES]);
glBufferData(GL_ARRAY_BUFFER, sizeof(vertices),vertices,
GL_STATIC_DRAW);
glVertexPointer(3,GL_FLOAT, 0, 0);
glEnableClientState(GL_VERTEX_ARRAY);
glBindBuffer(GL_ELEMENT_ARRAY_BUFFER, buffers[INDICES]);
glBufferData(GL_ELEMENT_ARRAY_BUFFER,
sizeof(indices),indices, GL_STATIC_DRAW);
glDrawElements(GL_QUADS, 24, GL_UNSIGNED_BYTE,0);
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Color

Human color perception decomposes
the photon distribution into three
parts,
Z
Ai = Si (λ)C (λ) dλ, i = r , g , b

C( λ)

A color is described by distribution
over the visible part of the
electromagnetic spectrum.

350

780
λ

where C (λ) is the photon distribution and Si (λ) is the response of
the color i’s receptors of the eye, and Ai is the resulting neural
response.
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I

The peak of the distribution is called the dominant
wavelength.

I

Several distributions can be interpreted as the same color, and
these are called metameric pairs.

I

Human color vision has three different responses:
I

Red, green, and blue.

I

The perceived color is a result of these three responses.

I

I.e., we can produce the color experience by triggering these
three responses with varying intensity:
C = R · CR + G · CG + B · CB
where CR , CG and CB are the intensities emitting from the
red, green, and blue LCD ”subpixels” on your monitor.

I

Thus, color is produced by stimulating the eye with a
combination of red, green, and blue light.
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Color models
I

Additive color models add light to produce colors.
The RGB color model adds red, green, and blue light.

I

Subtractive color models remove light to produce colors.
The CMYK color model subtracts cyan, magenta, yellow and
key (black) from white light, e.g. white paper with ink.

I

There are alternatives: Hue-Saturation-Value cylindrical color
model (color pickers), Natural Color System (paint colors),
etc.

I

Cyan, magenta, and yellow are the complementary colors of
red, green, and blue, respectively.
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Color gamuts
The set of colors accurately representable in a given color model or
for a given output display
Color gamuts

Page 33

Triangle = RGB, Polygon=CMYK color spaces
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OpenGL color
I

The current color is part of the state.

I

The RGBA color mode is usually used.

I

Each pixel has typically 8 bits for each of the red, green, and
blue components, i.e., 24 in total.

I

Additionally a fourth, alpha channel in the frame buffer
I

Specifies opacity, the opposite of transparency.

I

Is the optional fourth component of the color-commands,
defaults to 1 (completely opaque).

I

glColor3f(1.0, 0.0, 0.0); sets the state color to red.

I

glColor4f(1.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.5); half-opaque red.
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Indexed colour
A 24-bit-deep frame buffer with a resolution of 1280 × 1024
requires about 3 megabytes of memory (a lot).
A way of avoiding this is to use Color-index display mode
This uses a colour look-up table, specifying only a small range of
colours among the 224 ≈ 17M colours.
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The GLUT API
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What is glut?
I

the GL Utility Toolkit (glut ) is a very simple and portable
windowing toolkit.

I

requires minimal amount of coding effort to open a window
with an OpenGL context.

I

interface the platform-dependent part of OpenGL.

I

Original glut is dead, freeglut is alive.

I

more primitives: cubes, spheres, teapots (!).

I

provides basic window and event handling: mouse, keys,
menus etc.

I

All glut commands have the glut- prefix, and are defined in
the include file GL/freeglut.h.
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A simple GLUT program
#include <GL/freeglut.h>
void my_init()...
void my_display()...
int main(int argc, char **argv)
{
glutInit(&argc, argv);
glutInitDisplayMode(GLUT_DOUBLE|GLUT_RGB);
glutInitContextVersion(3,1);
glutInitWindowSize(512, 512);
glutCreateWindow("Glut window");
glutDisplayFunc(my_display);
my_init();
glutMainLoop();
return 0;
}
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Event-handling in glut
I

invoking glutMainLoop() enters the glut event loop. This
function never returns.

I

we can specify callback functions which glut invokes when
certain events occur.

I

callbacks are added after glutCreateWindow() and before
glutMainLoop().
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glutDisplayFunc
void my_display() {
// render scene
}
int main(int argc, char** argv) {
...
// Add display callback:
glutDisplayFunc(my_display);
}

my_display is called whenever the scene needs a redraw.
=⇒ render code should go in here.
A render event can be triggered by using glutPostRedisplay()
from the other callbacks.
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glutReshapeFunc
void my_reshape(int width, int height) {
glViewPort(0, 0, width, height);
}
int main(int argc, char** argv) {
...
// Add reshape callback:
glutReshapeFunc(my_reshape);
}

my_reshape is invoked whenever the window changes size.
my_display is invoked when my_reshape returns.
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glutMouseFunc
void my_mpress(int b, int s, int x, int y) {
// handle mousepress
}
int main(int argc, char** argv) {
...
// Add mouse button callback:
glutMouseFunc(my_mpress);
}

my_mpress is invoked for every mouse click:
I

b is either GLUT_LEFT_BUTTON, GLUT_MIDDLE_BUTTON, or
GLUT_RIGHT_BUTTON.

I

s is either GLUT_DOWN or GLUT_UP
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glutMotionFunc
void my_motion(int x, int y) {
// handle mouse motion
}
int main(int argc, char** argv) {
...
// Add mouse motion callback:
glutMotionFunc(my_motion);
}

my_motion is invoked continuously when the mouse is dragged
over the window while a mouse button is depressed.
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glutKeyboardFunc
void my_key(unsigned char key, int x, int y) {
// handle key press
}
int main(int argc, char** argv) {
...
// Add keyboard callback:
glutKeyboardFunc(my_key);
}

my_key is invoked each time a key is pressed.
x and y give the position of the mouse when the key was pressed.
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glutIdleFunc
void my_idle() {
// trigger a display event
glutPostRedisplay();
}
int main(int argc, char** argv) {
...
// Add idle callback:
glutIdleFunc(my_idle);
}

my_idle is called whenever no other events are present and the
system has nothing better to do.
The right way to produce animations is to trigger new render
events using glutPostRedisplay from within my_idle.
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The Koch Snowflake
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Idea:
I

Render an equiangular triangle.

I

Replace each line segment with four shorter line segments:

I

Do this recursively until level.
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#include <GL/glut.h>
#include <GfxMath/Vec.h>
void init()...
void my_display()...
int main(int argc, char **argv)
{
glutInit(&argc, argv);
glutInitDisplayMode(GLUT_DOUBLE|GLUT_RGB);
glutInitWindowSize(512, 512);
glutCreateWindow("Glut window");
glutDisplayFunc(my_display);
init();
glutMainLoop();
return 0;
}
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int init()
{
glClearColor(0.0f, 0.0f, 0.0f, 0.0f);
glColor3f(1.0f, 1.0f, 1.0f);
glOrtho(-1.2, 1.2, -1.2, 1.2, -1.0, 1.0);
}
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void my_display()
{
glClear(GL_COLOR_BUFFER_BIT);
glm::vec2 a(cos(M_PI*(1.0/6.0)), sin(M_PI*(1.0/6.0)));
glm::vec2 b(cos(M_PI*(5.0/6.0)), sin(M_PI*(5.0/6.0)));
glm::vec2 c(cos(M_PI*(9.0/6.0)), sin(M_PI*(9.0/6.0)));
glBegin(GL_LINE_LOOP);
render_line(a,b,4);
render_line(b,c,4);
render_line(c,a,4);
glEnd();
glutSwapBuffers();
}
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void render_line(Vec2f &a, Vec2f &b, int level)
{
if(level) {
glm::vec2 d = 0.288675*(b - a);
glm::vec2 ab = lerp(a,b,0.33);
glm::vec2 m = lerp(a,b,0.5) + Vec2f(d[1],-d[0]);
glm::vec2 ba = lerp(a,b,0.66);
render_line(a, ab, level-1);
render_line(ab, m, level-1);
render_line(m, ba, level-1);
render_line(ba, b, level-1);
} else {
glVertex2fv( a.c_ptr());
}
}
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The last slide
Todays lecture
I

Basic intro to OpenGL

I

Learned how to draw simple things: by vertices and attributes
(vertex life in the pipeline in later lectures)

I

Many details ...

I

Read through chapters 1,2,4 in the red book

I

Some more background on color in the RTR book

I

Go to tutorial on Monday!

Next time
I

Viewing

I

Transformations
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